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TASK FRAME 
 

YOUNG WORLD VOLUME 

 

Young World 2 

TASK TOPIC 

 

Interviews with people in town about different jobs 

 

UNIT 

 

Unit 2, A town like mine 

PRE-TASK 

 

Introduction: 

Pupils look at the poster (PB, p.10/11) and describe: 

Where are we? Do you find the persons at the bottom in the picture? 

Do you konw what they are doing? Do you find other persons? What are they doing? 

 

I can see… / On the right/left I can see… / Next to the… I can see… 

 

Interviews (Listenings): 

Pupils listen to the different interviews (Hörtexte A-F, Track 18-23). 

After each interview: 

Who was the person? Where is he/she working? What’s his/her job? 

 

Jobs/Buildings: 

Flashcards are on the blackboard; their names and jobs will be written. 

Do you know other jobs on the poster? (nurse, driver of the ambulance, care taker, 

gardener, painter, cashier, street-sweeper…) 

 

Pupils connect the jobs to the buildings. 

 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

 

I can see… / On the 

right/left I can see… / Next 

to the… I can see… 
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Dream jobs: 

Dream jobs are collected and written on the board. 

 

I want to be a/an… 

 

Pupils get a paper with more jobs on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to be a/an… 

 

Paper with more jobs on it. 

 

 

 

Paper with possible questions: 

When do you get up in the 

morning? What do you do all 

day? What do you like most 

about your job? 

 

Paper with possible phrases 

to start and end an interview: 

Excuse me, can I aks you a 

few questions? Excuse me, do 

you have time for a short 

interview about your job? 

 

Thank you for the interview 

and have a nice day! 

Thank you for your interest 

in our interview, bye-bye! 

 

TASK INTRODUCTION 

 

Work in groups of three (two). One of you is the reporter who asks the other two (people 

working in town) several questions about their jobs. The two workers can choose their own 

jobs (may be their dream jobs?, have also a look at the paper with other jobs on it). 

 

Prepare an interview that you are going to present in front of the class. 

As help you get some possible questions to aks (the reporter) and also some possible 

phrases to start and end an interview. Write also your own questions and interview 

starts/endings. 

 

The teacher makes an example as a reporter with two of the pupils, uses also several 

possibilities to start and end an interview. 
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TASK OUTCOME 

 

Presentations of interviews in front of the class. 

PRESENTATION FORMS 

 

Oral presentations in groups of three (two). 

The presentations are presented in three lessons 

 (not all of them in one lesson). 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 

Present simple: I work at…, He/she works at… 

 

How to be polite: Excuse me,…  , Thank you…, Can you repeat that 

again, please? 

 

Question forms: Question word + do + you… 

 

I can see… / On the right/left I can see… / Next to the… I can 

see… 

 

MATERIALS NEEDED 

 

Pupils Book and the poster, 

tracks 18-23, 

flashcards, 

blackboard, 

paper with more jobs, 

paper with possible questions and phrases to start and 

end an interview 
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Tierarzt veterinarian 

Chirurg surgeon 

Krankenschwester nurse 

Kinderpfleger childcare assistant 

Kindergärtner nursery-school teacher 

Coiffeur hairdresser 

Fussballer soccer player / footballer 

Schauspieler performer / actor, actress (Schauspielerin) 

Feuerwehrmann fire fighter 

Zugführer train conductor, train conductress (Zugführerin) 

Autor author, authress (Autorin) 

Bauarbeiter construction worker 

Elektriker electrician 

Forscher research scientist 

Gärtner gardener 

Ingenieur engineer 

Hausmeister caretaker 

Journalist journalist 
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Florist florist 

Designer designer 

Schneider tailor / dressmaker 

Trainer coach / trainer 

Zoologe zoologist 

Bäcker baker 

Metzger butcher 

Verkäuferin shop assistant 

Polizist policeman, policewoman / police officer 

Briefträger postman, postwoman / mailman 

Reporter reporter 

Arzt doctor 

Lehrer teacher 

Kellner waiter, waitress (Kellnerin) 

Taxifahrer taxi driver 

Pfarrer, Pastor priest, pastor 

Anwalt advocate 
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My dream job 

 

Possible questions to ask in an interview: 

 When do you get up in the morning?  

 What do you do all day? 

 What do you like most about your job? 

 Is this your dream job? 

 

Possible phrases to start and end an interview: 

 Excuse me, can I ask you a few questions? 

 Excuse me, do you have time for a short interview about your job? 

 

 Thank you for the interview and have a nice day! 

 Thank you for your interest in our interview, bye-bye! 

 

 


